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Look out for these terms 
throughout our catalogue.

Our Glossary

PL01 
PL02 
SL
W
KFT
VIR
VPE
KPE
EKB
EKBR 
6 COF

Plain, one sided, glued, supplied flat 
Plain, two sided, glued, supplied flat 
Sleeve, one sided, glued, supplied flat
Window patch
Kraft board 
Virgin board
Virgin board plus PE
Brown kraft board plus PE
Eco kraft board

Eco kraft barrier
Six-corner, glued, automatic, 
open front, supplied flat
Six-corner, glued, automatic, 
manual assembly, supplied flat 
Pouch with lid, supplied flat 
Six-corner, glued, automatic, 
leak proof, supplied flat
Four-corner, glued, automatic, 
supplied flat
Manual assembly, supplied flat 
Triangle, supplied flat
Lock bottom, supplied flat
Conical lock bottom, supplied flat
Hexagonal lock bottom, supplied flat
Pouch, open-top, supplied flat 
Conical, leak proof, supplied formed 
Conical, supplied formed
Recycled brown back 
Kraft-kraft back, recycled 
Custom print code

Stock code

6 COP

PO LD
6 CLP

4 COP

MN01 
TR
LB01 
LB02 
LB03 
PO
CNLP 
CNOP 
RBB
KKB
CPC
SC

Low MOQ

Available from low 
production runs.

100% Paperboard

An eco-friendly option 
that is made from 100% 

paperboard.

Leakproof

Prevents leaking and 
accommodates

oily foods.

Cash & Carry

Supplied with inner 
packaging and barcodes. 
Shelf-ready for wholesale 

and cash and carry 
stores.

Key

Stock Product Catalogue
Introduction
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Our Purpose
“Innovate Sustainable Quality 
Packaging Solutions tailored 
for the modern consumer 
lifestyle needs.”
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Countries

30

Employees

1000+

Global projected 
turnover 2023

We pride ourselves in offering excellent levels of customer 
service. Our Regional Packaging Consultants, Business 
Development Managers and Technical Specialists are happy to 
assist and understand your needs in more detail in order to offer 
credible value added, sustainable packaging solutions at 
competitive prices.

Established in 1998, Zeus are an independently owned business 
offering a complete packaging solution for your packaging and 
hygiene needs. With over €700m of purchasing power, investment 
in manufacturing partnerships and technologies, we can offer 
competitive supply chain solutions.

Zeus offer complete solutions to regional, national and 
international retailers, distributors, service providers, 
government departments, food processors and manufacturers.

Call us now so we can assist you with your packaging needs.

Locations 
worldwide

38

Zeus are a truly global 
company, Headquartered in 
Dublin and operating from 
facilities across Ireland, 
UK, Europe, Canada, New 
Zealand, Australia, China 
and the US

Zeus employ over 600 
people and operate across 
26 Countries from 38 
locations.



Environmental Thinking
Food packaging plays an important 
role in today’s society. At Zeus, we 
strive to ensure that each piece of 
packaging protects and promotes 
your food while also delivering on 
your environmental goals. To that
end, we aim to supply you with a wide 
range of environmentally-conscious 
materials that can help mitigate
our collective impact on the planet. 
Furthermore, we are committed to 
continually monitoring our activities 
and improving our environmental 
performance.

As we look ahead, we endeavour to 
continue to expand our offering of 
sustainable packaging solutions.

Sustainability
All members of the Zeus team recognise the importance of environmental protection. Therefore, we 
make every effort to minimise the impact of its operations on the environment and carefully consider 
the materials we use to produce packaging.

Stock Product Catalogue
Introduction
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Introducing Gaia
A new, eco-friendly paper product range to 
suit all needs.

Our Gaia product range is manufactured 
exclusively with biodegradable cardboard, and 
is made from 100% paper with a high degree of 
protection against water and oil. The products 
of this range are available in different sizes and 
can accommodate a wide variety of food types 
such as crepes, sandwiches, fries, burgers, and 
appetizers.

Key Attributes
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Manual Crepe Pouch Triangle Crepe Box Crepe & Waffle Box

Club Sandwich Box Double Burger Box Burger Box - Easy Lock

A Quick Glance
At The Full Gaia Range

Appetizer Box

The Gaia range consists of
seven boxes that can acommodate a 
wide variety of foods.

Why Choose Gaia?

Gaia is a sustainable solution that responds to today's 
environmental requirements. Its recyclable and 
biodegradable products will allow your business to 
keep pace with the latest innovations in the field of 
packaging.

Get in touch to find out more.
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This range includes the essential 
packaging items for every coffee shop.

This range consists of our signature 
high-quality and endurance cup holders, 
carriers, placemats and lunch boxes, 
available in a variety of sizes. Several 
products of this category are available
in stock.

Coffee-To-Go

Easily customisable

Low start-up cost

Available in gloss finish

Low MOQ



Two-Cup Carrier PL01 KKB 18x9x4.5

Product Details

Size: 18x9x4.5 cm
Pcs/Carton: 550

Cartons/Pallet: 48
Pieces/Pallet: 26,400

5887Stock Code

Features

• Cup carrier box that can hold
up to two hot or cold beverages

• Made of recycled kraft cardboard
• Available for custom print from 20,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

Four-Cup Carrier PL01 KKB 18x18x4.5

Product Details

Size: 18x18x4.5 cm
Pieces/Carton: 600

Cartons/Pallet: 24
Pieces/Pallet: 14,400

5888Stock Code

Features

• Four-cup carrier box that can hold
up to four cups

• Made of recycled kraft cardboard
• Available for custom print from 20,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

Lunch box with handle LB01 KFT 17.5x12.5x16.5

Leak Proof Cash & Carry100% PaperboardLow MOQ

Coffee 
Essentials
This range consists of
the essential packaging products 
for every coffee shop.
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12681

Product Details
Size: 17.5x12.5x16.5cm 
Pieces/Carton: 350

Cartons/Pallet: 24
Pieces/Pallet: 8,400

Stock Code

Features
• Packaging for small-sized meals-to-go

from kraft cardboard
• Available for custom print from 20,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice



Pastry Shop
This high-quality, easy-open range is a 
stylish, gift packaging option for pastry 
shops and bakeries and can help you 
boost your business' sales.

Our products are delivered flat to reduce 
warehousing and transportation costs, 
and open in three, easy steps. They 
provide excellent branding opportunities 
through high-quality printing. A lot of the 
items in this category are available with
a widow, which allows for full product 
display and enhances presentation.

More than 90 different sizes are 
available and can be printed with your 
company's logo and artwork in:

White Virgin Board 
White Virgin Board & PE 
Kraft Board & PE
Kraft Barrier 
Ecological Kraft Board
Ecological Kraft Board & Barrier

• Virgin Board & PE
• Kraft Board & PE

Easily customisable

Low start-up cost

Available in gloss finish

Low MOQ



Six-cake box 6COF VIR 16x19x8

Product Details

Size: 16x19x8 cm

Pieces/Carton: 250

Cartons/Pallet: 48

Pieces/Pallet: 12,000

12684Stock Code

Features

• Suitable for holding up to six pieces
of pastries

• Made of virgin fiber board
• Available for custom print from 7,000 pieces

with the cardboard of your choice

Four-cake box 6COF VIR 16x14x8

Product Details

Size: 16x14x8 cm

Pieces/Carton: 250

Cartons/Pallet: 48

Pieces/Pallet: 12,000

12683Stock Code

Features

• Suitable for holding up to four pieces
of pastries

• Made of virgin fiber board
• Available for custom print from 7,000 pieces

with the cardboard of your choice

Two-cake box 6COF VIR 14x10x7.5

Product Details

Size: 14x10x7.5 cm

Pieces/Carton: 350

Cartons/Pallet: 56

Pieces/Pallet: 19,600

12682Stock Code

Features

• Suitable for holding up to two pieces
of pastries

• Made of virgin fiber board
• Available for custom print from 7,000 pieces

with the cardboard of your choice

Eight-cake box 6COF VIR 20x20x8

Product Details

Size: 20x20x8 cm

Pieces/Carton: 200

Cartons/Pallet: 48

Pieces/Pallet: 9,600

12685Stock Code

Features

• Suitable for holding up to eight pieces
of pastries

• Made of virgin fiber board
• Available for custom print from 7,000 pieces

with the cardboard of your choice

Leak Proof100% Paperboard Cash & CarryLow MOQStock Product Catalogue
Pastry Shop
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Fifteen-cake box 6COF VIR 26x26x8

Product Details

Size: 26x26x8 cm

Pieces/Carton: 75

Cartons/Pallet: 56

Pieces/Pallet: 4,200

12686Stock Code

Features

• Suitable for holding up to fifteen
pieces of pastries

• Made of virgin fiber board
• Available for custom print from 5,000 pieces

with the cardboard of your choice

Ten-cake box 6COF VIR 22x22x8

Product Details

Size: 22x22x8 cm

Pieces/Carton: 100

Cartons/Pallet: 65

Pieces/Pallet: 6,500

13069Stock Code

Features

• Suitable for holding up to ten pieces
of pastries

• Made of virgin fiber board
• Available for custom print from 7,000 pieces

with the cardboard of your choice

Long cake box with window 6COF VIR W 30x15x10

Product Details

Size: 30x15x10 cm

Pieces/Carton: 200

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 4,800

9374Stock Code

Features

• Display box with window for long cakes
• Made of virgin fiber board
• Available for custom print from 10,000

pieces (with or without window) with the
cardboard of your choice

Stock Product Catalogue
Pastry Shop
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•

•
•

Easy assembly Flat delivery

VentilatedLeakproof

All products are delivered flat to reduce 
transportation and warehousing costs and 
open in three, easy steps. This range includes 
a wide variety of 100% leak proof 6 CLP 
(corner leak proof) packaging products that 
fully cover the needs of your business. They 
are made of polyethylene-coated paperboard, 
appropriate for direct food contact. Thanks
to their polyethylene substrate and unique 
design they can accommodate all types fatty 
or oily foods. A wide variety of sizes are 
available in stock. More than 30 different 
sizes can be printed with your customer’s 
artwork at a minimum order quantity of 
10,000 pieces and are available in two 
different qualities of paper:

Virgin Board & PE 
Kraft Board & PE

Grill House
Our Grill House range is a complete paper 
packaging solution for the delivery of 
grilled and cooked meals. It is designed 
and manufactured exclusively by our
team and is ideal for restaurants and 
steakhouses.



Grill Box - Extra Large 6CLP 27x19x7.5

Product Details

Size: 27x19x7.5 cm

Pieces/Carton: 200

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 4,800

Features

• Grease proof and leak proof packaging
for large portions or mixed grill

• Has vents to prevent moisture buildup
• Delivered flat with easy open, 6 glued corner

Available for custom print from 7,000 pieces
• with the cardboard of your choice

Portion box 6CLP 24.5x13x5.5

Product Details

Size: 24.5x13x5.5 cm

Pieces/Carton: 400

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 9,600

Features

• Grease proof and leak proof packaging
for grilled or fried meals

• Has vents to prevent moisture buildup
• Made of kraft or white paperboard

plus PE
• Available for custom print from 10,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

VPE
SC:5390

KPE
SC:5639

VPE
SC:5389

KPE
SC:5640

Leak Proof100% Paperboard Cash & CarryLow MOQ

Grill 
Essentials
Our french fries box is leak proof and 
has been designed to prevent moisture 
buildup, and to always
keep your food fresh and crispy!

15
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Grill Box - Medium 6CLP 23x16.5x5

Product Details

Size: 23x16.5x5 cm

Pieces/Carton: 325

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 7,800

Features

• Easy open, grease proof and leak proof
packaging for grilled, fried and oily meals

• Has vents to prevent moisture buildup
• Made of kraft/white paperboard plus PE
• Delivered flat with easy open, 6 glued corner

Available for custom print from 10,000 pieces
• with the cardboard of your choice

KPE
SC:5641

Kebab box 6CLP 25.5x10x5.5

Product Details

Size: 25.5x10x5.5 cm

Pieces/Carton: 450

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 10,800

Features

• Grease proof and leak proof packaging for
kebabs or similar-sized meals

• Has vents to prevent moisture buildup
• Made of kraft/white paperboard plus PE
• Available for custom print from 10,000 pieces

with the cardboard of your choice

VPE
SC:5387

French Fries Box 4COP VPE 13x13x5

Product Details

Size: 13x13x5 cm

Pieces/Carton: 450

Cartons/Pallet: 48

Pieces/Pallet: 21,600

Features

• Greaseproof and leakproof packaging for
fried potatoes and appetizers

• Has vents to prevent moisture buildup,
ensuring french fries stay crispy

• Made of virgin paperboard plus PE
• Available for custom print from 10,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

Stock Code 5388

KPE
SC:12786

Stock Product Catalogue
Grill house

VPE
SC:5386
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Leak Proof100% Paperboard Cash & CarryLow MOQ

Fish Box - Regular 6CLP VPE 24x13x5.5

Product Details

Size: 24x13x5.5 cm

Pieces/Carton: 400

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 9,600

12695Stock Code

Features

• Grease proof and leak proof packaging for
medium portions of seafood

• Has vents to prevent moisture buildup
• Made of virgin paperboard plus PE
• Delivered flat with easy open, 6 glued corner

Available for custom print from 10,000
• pieces with the cardboard of your choice

Fish Box - Large 6CLP VPE 35x17.5x6

Product Details

Size: 35x17.5x6 cm

Pieces/Carton: 250

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 6,000

Features

• Grease proof and leak proof packaging for
large portions of seafood

• Has vents to prevent moisture buildup
• Made of virgin paper board plus PE
• Delivered flat with easy open, 6 glued corner

Available for custom print from 5,000 pieces
• with the cardboard of your choice

11489

Stock Code 12696

French Fries Pouch with Lid PO LD VIR 10x6x12

Product Details

Size: 10x6x12 cm

Pieces/Carton: 1.200

Cartons/Pallet: 48

Pieces/Pallet: 57,600

5532Stock Code

Features

• Ideal for french fries and chips
• Made of virgin paper board
• Delivered flat with easy open
• Available for custom print from 20,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

Stock Product Catalogue
Grill house

French Fries Pouch PO KFT 7.5x6x9.5

Product Details

Size: 7.5x6x9.5 cm

Pieces/Carton: 1.500

Cartons/Pallet: 48

Pieces/Pallet: 72,000

10626Stock Code

Features

• Ideal for french fries and chips
• Made of kraft paper board
• Delivered flat with easy open
• Available for custom print from 20,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice
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VentilatedEasy assembly Flat delivery

All products are delivered flat to ensure low 
transportation and warehousing costs. They 
are easy to assemble and can be produced 
with PE-coated material to improve endurance 
for liquid and fatty foods or without PE-
coated material as a low-cost proposal. They 
have vents to avoid moisture buildup. In this
category, you can find shelf-ready products that 
are packed in low volumes and are aimed at 
cash and carry stores.

All products can be printed with your artwork 
and are available in:

White Virgin Board 
White Virgin Board + PE 
Kraft Board + PE 
Ecological Kraft Board
Ecological Kraft Board & Barrier

A great packaging proposal for ready-
to-go dry and semi-dry foods such as
club sandwiches, french fries, appetizers, 
crepes and waffles. This is an easy-open 
product range for bakeries, waffle houses, 
creperies, sandwich shops, canteens and 
coffee shops.

Snack Boxes



Crepe & Waffle Box 4COP 22x18x5

Product Details 
Size: 22x18x5 cm

Pieces/Carton: 350

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 8,400

Features

• Has vents to prevent water vapor
• Made of kraft board plus PE and kraft board

plus barrier (plastic-free)
• Delivered flat/takes up minimum space
• Available for custom print from 10,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

Club Sandwich Box 4COP 22x13x5.5

Product Details

Size: 22x13x5.5 cm

Pieces/Carton: 500

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 12,000

Features

• Has vents to prevent water vapor
• Made of kraft board plus PE and kraft board

plus barrier (plastic-free)
• Delivered flat/takes up minimum space
• Available for custom print from 10,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

KPE
SC:12638

EKBR
SC:13071

KPE
SC:5301

EKBR
SC:13072

Leak Proof100% Paperboard Cash & CarryLow MOQ
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Appetizer Box 4COP 13x13x5.5

Product Details 
Size: 13x13x5.5 cm

Pieces/Carton: 450

Cartons/Pallet: 48

Pieces/Pallet: 21,600

Features

• Has vents to prevent water vapor
• Made of kraft board plus PE and kraft board

plus barrier (plastic-free)
• Delivered flat/takes up minimum space
• Available for custom print from 10,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

KPE
SC:5642

EKBR
SC:13073



Easy assembly Flat delivery

A diverse packaging proposal for ready-
to-go sandwiches, wrappers, tortillas, 
baguettes, bagels, donuts and other small-
portioned appetizers. This packaging
is aimed at ready-to-eat sections in 
patisserie stores, delicatessens, salad-
bars, cafeterias, catering providers and 
supermarkets.

This product line offers optimal food 
protection, visibility, ergonomic function 
and atractive presentation for the end 
customer.

They can be printed with your artwork
from a low volume and are available in
six different qualities of paper:

White Virgin Board 
White Virgin Board + PE 
Kraft Board
Kraft Board + PE 
Ecological Kraft Board
Ecological Kraft Board & Barrier

Sandwich & 
Wrapper Boxes



Wrapper Pouch with Lid LB01 LD W KFT 9.5x5x11.5

Triangle Sandwich Pack TR W KFT 17.5x12.5x7.5

Baguette Box PL01 W KFT 6x6x29

Product Details

Size: 9.5x5x11.5 cm

Pieces/Carton: 700

Cartons/Pallet: 48

Pieces/Pallet: 33,600

13070Stock Code

Product Details

Size: 17.5x12.5x7.5 cm 
Pieces/Carton: 600

Cartons/Pallet: 48

Pieces/Pallet: 28,800

12702Stock Code

Product Details

Size: 6x6x29 cm 
Pieces/Carton: 800

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 19,200

13074Stock Code

Features

• Ideal for two halves of a wrap or tortilla
• Lock-bottom box with window
• Window for enhanced presentation
• Delivered flat/takes up minimum space
• Available for custom print from 20.000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

Features

• Ideal for a large triangle sandwich
• Attractive product display
• Delivered flat/takes up minimum space
• Available for custom print from 20,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

Features

• Display box with window for long sandwich
or baguette

• Pre-made solution for the shelf
• Safe packaging for delivery or take out
• Available for custom print from 20,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

Sandwich 
Packs
An enhanced solution 
for your sandwiches 
that offers a snug fit 
and clear window
for full product display.

NE
W

Leak Proof100% PaperboardLow MOQ
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This packaging is aimed at burger 
houses, pizzerias, fast food stores, and 
street food shops. They can be printed 
with your artwork in:

White Virgin Board 
White Virgin Board + PE 
Kraft Board + PE 
Ecological Kraft Board
Ecological Kraft Board & Barrier

Safe Lock: Offers a
more secure closing 
system. Ideal for both 
in-store and at-home 
deliveries.

Easy Lock: Closes with 
one swift movement. 
Easy to use by 
customers
and staff.

A wide range of takeaway boxes for single 
hamburgers, hamburger portions, small 
as well as all hamburgers, and hot dogs. 
They are supplied with two different types 
of closures, "Easy Lock" and "Safe Lock", 
which make them easy to handle and 
deliver.

Burger Boxes

Stackability



Burger Box - Easy Lock CNOP 8C EKBR 11x11x8.5

Product Details

Size: 11x11x8.5 cm

Pieces/Carton: 450

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 10,800

13075Stock Code

Features

• Primary eco kraft paperboard with barrier,
suitable for direct food contact

• Ideal for one medium or large hamburger
• Easy-lock closure type
• Available for custom print from 10,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

Premium Burger Box CNOP KPE 11.5x11x10

Product Details

Size: 11.5x11x10 cm

Pieces/Carton: 180

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 4,320

9411Stock Code

Features

• Kraft unprinted paperboard, suitable for
direct food contact

• Ideal for one tall hamburger
• Premium packaging solution
• Available for custom print from 10,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

Leak Proof100% Paperboard Cash & CarryLow MOQ

Double Burger Box 6COF EKBR 21x12.5x10

Product Details

Size: 21x12.5x10 cm

Pieces/Carton: 100

Cartons/Pallet: 65

Pieces/Pallet: 6,500

Features

• Eco kraft barrier paperboard, unprinted,
suitable for direct food contact

• Ideal for double burgers or single burger
with fries

• Easy open system
• Available for custom print from 10,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

Stock Code 12916
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Burger Box - Safe Lock CNOP 8C KPE 11x11x8.5

Product Details

Size: 11x11x8.5 cm

Pieces/Carton: 450

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 10,800

5264Stock Code

Features

• Primary polyethylene kraft paperboard,
unprinted, suitable for direct food contact

• Ideal for one medium or large hamburger
• Safe-lock closure type
• Available for custom print from 10,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice



A wide range of serving trays for both 
in-store and take-away meals. It is ideal 
for quick snacks and meals on-the go
such as french fries, chicken nuggets, fish
and chips, salads, hamburgers, pasta and
other types of street food.

This line offers some more targeted, one-
piece-packaging items for single portions 
of pizza, ciabatta, sandwiches, waffles
and pastries. Most of them are supplied 
nested and are ready to use while others 
require manual assembly. This packaging 
range is ideal for burger houses, fast food
restaurants, cafeterias, canteens, hotels and 
street food vendors.

They can be printed with your artwork
from a low volume and are available in five 
different qualities of paper:

White Virgin Board 
White Virgin Board + PE 
Kraft Board + PE 
Ecological Kraft Board
Ecological Kraft Board & Barrier

Serving Trays

Stackability



Paper Tray Kraft - Medium CNOP KPE 13.5x8.5x5

Product Details

Size: 13.5x8.5x5 cm

Pieces/Carton: 1.000

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 24,000

12905Stock Code

Features

• Ideal for serving fried meals and salads
• Made of kraft paperboard plus PE
• Delivered nested
• Available for custom print from 20,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

Paper Tray Kraft - Small CNOP KPE 10.5x7x4

Product Details

Size: 10.5x7x4 cm

Pieces/Carton: 1000

Cartons/Pallet: 48

Pieces/Pallet: 48,000

12908Stock Code

Features

• Ideal for smaller appetizers, snacks,
desserts

• Made of kraft paperboard plus PE
• Delivered nested
• Available for custom print from 20,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

Paper Tray Kraft - Large CNOP KPE 17x10x5

Product Details

Size: 17x10x5 cm

Pieces/Carton: 800

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 19,200

12801Stock Code

Features

• Ideal for serving larger meals and salads
• Delivered nested
• Made of kraft paperboard plus PE
• Available for custom print from 20,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

Long Tray CNOP VPE 18.5x8x5.5

Product Details

Size: 18.5x8x5.5 cm

Pieces/Carton: 450

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 10,800

Features
• Ideal for quick snacks on-the-go like salads,

hot dogs, baguettes and fries
• Made of white paperboard plus PE (kraft

printed)
• Delivered nested
• Available for custom print from 20,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

Stock Code 8703Match
with sleeve

Leak Proof100% Paperboard Cash & CarryLow MOQStock Product Catalogue
Serving Trays
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Standard Tray CNOP VPE 15.5x8x5

Product Details

Size: 15.5x8x5 cm

Pieces/Carton: 480

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 11,520

Features

• Ideal for fish and chips portions, fries,
salads, cereal bars and breadsticks

• Made of white paperboard plus PE (kraft
printed)

• Delivered nested
• Available for custom print from 20,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

Stock Code 8704

Sleeve for Trays PL01 VPE 19x8.5x5

Product Details

Size: 19x8.5x5 cm

Pieces/Carton: 500

Cartons/Pallet: 65

Pieces/Pallet: 32,500

8705Stock Code

Features

• Suitable for both standard and long trays
• Made of white paperboard plus PE (kraft

printed)
• Delivered flat
• Available for custom print from 20,000

pieces

Match
with sleeve

Leak Proof100% Paperboard Cash & CarryLow MOQStock Product Catalogue
Serving Trays
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This product line is aimed at creperies, 
take-away shops, cafeterias, cinema 
venues, entertainment centers, malls
and children's play venues. They can be 
printed with your artwork from a low 
volume and are available in five different 
qualities of paper:

White Virgin Board 
White Virgin Board + PE 
Kraft Board + PE 
Ecological Kraft Board
Ecological Kraft Board & Barrier

This range consists of triangle boxes and 
takeaway sleeves; some of them feature 
a manual closure while others come with 
sleeves and zippers. They all possess 
vents to avoid moisture buildup and
preserve the meal in its original condition.

Crepe & Popcorn 
Boxes

Recyclability



Triangle Crepe Box MN01 24.5x24.5x24.5x4

Product Details Features

Size: 24.5x24.5x24.5x4cm • Manual closure
• Made of kraft barrier/virgin board plus PE

Pieces/Carton: 645 • Has vents to avoid water vapor and prevent
Cartons/Pallet: 24 moisture buildup
Pieces/Pallet: 15,480 • Available for custom print from 10,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

Manual Crepe Pouch MN01 EKBR 6x18.5

Product Details

Size: 6x18.5 cm

Pieces/Carton: 1,000

Cartons/Pallet: 48

Pieces/Pallet: 48,000

13077Stock Code

Features
• Ideal for medium-sized to go crepes
• Made of eco kraft barrier
• Manual closure
• Attractive presentation
• Available for custom print from 20,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

KPE
SC:12647

EKBR
SC:13076

Leak Proof100% Paperboard Cash & CarryLow MOQStock Product Catalogue
Crepe Boxes

Popcorn Box - Medium LB02 KFT B7x7 T9x9 H19

Product Details

Size: B7x7 T9x9 H19

Pieces/Carton: 500

Cartons/Pallet: 60

Pieces/Pallet: 30,000

Stock Code 12844

Features
• Ideal for medium popcorn boxes
• Easy-open packaging
• Lock bottom, glued
• Available for custom print from 20,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

Popcorn Box - Large LB02 KFT B12.5x7 T15x8 H21.5

Product Details

Size: B12.5x7T15x8H21.5

Pieces/Carton: 300

Cartons/Pallet: 65

Pieces/Pallet: 19.500

5093Stock Code

Features
• Ideal for large popcorn boxes
• Easy-open packaging
• Lock bottom, glued
• Available for custom print from 20,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice
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This packaging line is ideal for oily or 
fatty cooked foods, and is primarily 
aimed at restaurants and grill houses. 
They are delivered fully formed and
are easy to use. They possess a secure 
locking system and ventilation to 
prevent moisture buildup.

Several sizes are available in stock, 
while a variety of other sizes are 
available for customization with your 
customer’s artwork starting from 7,000 
pieces in two different qualities of paper:

White Virgin Board & PE 
Kraft Board & PE

This packaging range is ideal for various
oily and fatty cooked foods and is primarily
aimed at restaurants and grill houses.

Leak proof Stackability

Multifood Boxes



Tray with Lid | 1.300 ML CNLP & 4COP W KPE 12.5x12.5x7

Product Details
Size: 12.5x12.5x7 cm
Pieces/Carton: 200
Cartons/Pallet: 24
Pieces/Pallet: 4,800

Features

• Available with anti-fog window
• Suitable for hot and cold dishes
• Produced with secure lock system
• Available for custom print from 20,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

Stock Code 11903

Tray with Lid | 750 ML CNLP & 4COP W KPE 13x13x5

Product Details
Size: 13x13x5 cm
Pieces/Carton: 300
Cartons/Pallet: 24
Pieces/Pallet: 6,000

Features

• Available with anti-fog window
• Suitable for hot and cold dishes.
• Produced with secure lock system Available
• for custom print from 20,000 pieces with the

cardboard of your choice

Stock Code 12557

Lid for Trays 4COP W KPE 15x15x3

Product Details

Size: 15x15x3 cm

Pieces/Carton: 500

Cartons/Pallet: 48

Pieces/Pallet: 24,000

Features

• Anti-fog window which allows for
unobstructed view of the meal

• One-size-fits-all
• Available for custom print from 20,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

Stock Code 11814

Sushi Box - Regular 6COP W VPE 16.5x11.5x4

Product Details

Size: 16.5x11.5x4 cm

Pieces/Carton: 600

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 14,400

Stock Code 13080

Features

• Delivered flat for easy open
• Requires minimum storage space
• Available for custom print from 10,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

Sushi Box - Large 6COP W VPE 22x13x4.5

Product Details

Size: 22x13x4.5 cm

Pieces/Carton: 200

Cartons/Pallet: 48

Pieces/Pallet: 9,600

13079Stock Code

Features

• Delivered flat for easy open
• Requires minimum storage space
• Available for custom print from 10,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

Leak Proof100% Paperboard Cash & CarryLow MOQStock Product Catalogue
Bio Boxes
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Portion Box - Small CNLP LD KPE 16x9.5x5.5

Product Details

Size: 16x9.5x5.5 cm

Pieces/Carton: 250

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 6,000

Features

• Ideal for small meals e.g. appetizers
• Made of kraft paperboard plus PE
• They are delivered nested (units inserted

into each other)
• Available for custom print from 10,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

Stock Code 5680

Conical Box with Window - Medium CNLP LD W KPE 13x13x5

Product Details

Size: 13x13x5 cm 
Pieces/Carton: 320

Cartons/Pallet: 24
Pieces/Pallet: 7,680

Features

• Ideal for medium salads and cold appetizers
Made of kraft paperboard and PE

• Supplied nested (units inserted into each
• other) with window

Available for custom print plus 20,000 pieces
• with the cardboard of your choice

Stock Code 12720

Conical Box with Window - Large CNLP LD W KPE 17.5x13x6

Product Details

Size: 17.5x13x6 cm 
Pieces/Carton: 360

Cartons/Pallet: 12
Pieces/Pallet: 4,320

Features

• Ideal for large salads and cold appetizers
• Made of kraft paperboard and PE
• Supplied nested (units inserted into each 

other) with window
• Available for custom print plus 20,000 pieces

with the cardboard of your choice

Stock Code 12721

Portion Box - Medium CNLP LD 19.5x14x7.5

Product Details

Size: 19.5x14x7.5 cm

Pieces/Carton: 140

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 3,360

Features

• Ideal for bigger meals
• They are delivered nested (units inserted into 

each other)
• The lid is supplied with and without window

Available for custom print from 7,000 pieces
• with the cardboard of your choice

VPE
SC:5393

KPE
SC:5879

Leak Proof100% Paperboard Cash & CarryLow MOQStock Product Catalogue
Multifood Boxes
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Leak proof

Our Bio Boxes range offers
a comprehensive product list
for the delivery of cooked meals,
and includes a wide variety of 100% leak 
proof packaging solutions that fully cover 
your restaurant’s needs.

This range offers a comprehensive product list for 
the delivery of cooked meals, and includes
a wide variety of leak proof packaging solutions 
that cover most restaurant’s needs.
The boxes are made of polyethylene-coated 
paperboard, appropriate for direct food contact. A
variety of sizes is available to be printed with your 
customer’s artwork at a minimum order quantity 
of 5,000 pieces in two different qualities of paper.

Two different types of closing systems are 
available to choose from:

Hook Lock: Closes with a quick, 
single movement. Easy to use.

Slot Lock: Offers a more secure 
closing system. Ideal for both 
takeaway and delivery.

Stackability

Bio Boxes



Kraft Noodle Bio Box | Hook Lock CNLP LD KPE 7.5x6.5x9.5

Product Details

Size: 7.5x6.5x9.5 cm

Pieces/Carton: 240

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 5,760

Features

• Ideal for noodles and pasta
• Features a safety lock for safe delivery
• Delivered assembled and is ready to use
• Available for custom print from 10,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

Stock Code 13078

Bio Box Kraft - Small | Hook Lock CNLP BIO HL KPE 11x9x6

Product Details

Size: 11x9x6 cm

Pieces/Carton: 300

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 7,200

Features

• Ideal for noodles or small appetizers
• Features vents and lock for safe delivery
• Delivered assembled and is ready to use
• Available for custom print from 5,000 pieces

with the cardboard of your choice

Stock Code 9062

Bio Box Kraft - Medium | Hook Lock CNLP BIO HL KPE 15x12x6.5

Product Details

Size: 15x12x6.5 cm

Pieces/Carton: 240

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 5,760

Features

• Ideal for cooked or fried meals
• Features a safety lock for safe delivery
• Delivered assembled and is ready to use
• Available for custom print from 5,000 pieces

with the cardboard of your choice

Stock Code 9063

Bio Box Kraft - Large | Hook Lock CNLP BIO HL KPE 19x14x6

Product Details

Size: 19x14x6 cm

Pieces/Carton: 140

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 3,360

Features

• Ideal for cooked or fried meals
• Features a safety lock for safe delivery
• Delivered assembled and is ready to use
• Available for custom print from 5,000 pieces

with the cardboard of your choice

Stock Code 9060

Bio Box Kraft - Extra Large | Hook Lock CNLP BIO HL KPE 19x14x9

Product Details

Size: 19x14x9 cm

Pieces/Carton: 120

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 2,880

Features

• Ideal for cooked or fried meals
• Features a safety lock for safe delivery
• Delivered assembled and is ready to use
• Available for custom print from 10,000

pieces with the cardboard of your choice

Stock Code 11946

Leak Proof100% Paperboard Cash & CarryLow MOQ
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This range is the ideal paper packaging 
solution for supermarkets, organic fruit
and vegetable stores and more. It is easily 
customisable and offers flexibility when 
designing your own dye cuts. Furthermore, 
it promotes sales in smaller, higher-quality 
packs. As a result, it increases brand 
awareness and profit margins.

Eco-friendly
The use of paper is not only an environmentaly-
friendly option, but also a better one thanks
to its biodegradable properties, which are not 
affected by the use of coated materials.

Personalised Printing
This range is easily customisable and is offered 
in high-quality print. Your artwork, logo or 
product photos can be printed directly on your 
packaging. At the same time, the ban of labels 
creates savings in material, equipment and 
labor costs.

* This range is available upon request. A
variety of sizes is available to be printed with
your customer’s artwork at a minimum order
quantity of 50,000 pieces in different qualities
of paper.Recyclability Adaptable DesignStackability

Fruit & 
Vegetable Boxes



Mini Tray - four pieces CNOR IF1 V2SPE 13.5x13.5x3

Mini Pack - 500 gr CNOP DF1 V2SPE 16x10x5

Regular Tray - six pieces CNOR IF1 V2SPE 20.5x13.5x3

Mini Pack - 1,000 gr CNOP DF1 V2SPE 15.5x9.5x9.5

Product Details

Size: 13.5x13.5x3 cm

Pieces/Carton: 560

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 13,440

Product Details

Size: 16x10x5 cm

Pieces/Carton: 250

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 6,000

11368Stock Code

Product Details

Size: 20.5x13.5x3 cm

Pieces/Carton: 300

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 7,200

Features

• Paper tray for six pieces of fruit/veggies
• Designed for fruit producers/packers
• Great product visibility
• Fully waterproof paperboard
• Suitable for flow pack machines
• Available from 50,000 pieces with the

cardboard your choice

Stock Code 12861

Product Details

Size: 15.5x9.5x9.5 cm

Pieces/Carton: 200

Cartons/Pallet: 24

Pieces/Pallet: 4,800

11362Stock Code

Features

• Paper tray for four pieces of fruit/veggies
• Designed for fruit producers and packers
• Great product visibility
• Fully waterproof paperboard
• Suitable for flow pack machines
• Available from 50,000 pieces with the

cardboard your choice

Stock Code 11364

Features

• Paper tray for 500 gr of fruit/veggies
• Designed for fruit producers/packers
• Great product visibility
• Fully waterproof paperboard
• Suitable for flow pack machines
• Available from 50,000 pieces with the

cardboard your choice

Features

• Paper tray for 1 kg of fruit/veggies
• Designed for fruit producers/packers
• Great product visibility
• Fully waterproof paperboard
• Suitable for flow pack machines
• Available from 50,000 pieces with the

cardboard your choice

Leak Proof100% Paperboard Cash & CarryLow MOQStock Product Catalogue
Fruit & Vegetables
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Extra Small Box - 250 gr LB01 - W KFT 9.5x5x11.5

Product Details Features

Size: 9.5x5x11.5 cm • Mini box for 250 gr of fruit/veggies
• Designed for fruit producers/packers
Pieces/Carton: 700 • Great product visibility
Cartons/Pallet: 48 • Made of 100% kraft paperboard
Pieces/Pallet: 33,600 • Available from 20,000 pieces with the

cardboard your choice with or without
air holes

Stock Code 11865

Paper Punnets
Ideal for veggies and fruit
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Let’s get social!

www.zeuspackaging.com

Contact Us

IRELAND
Zeus Packaging

Unit 500 Grants Row
Greenogue Business Park Rathcoole 
Dublin

NORTHERN IRELAND

Zeus NI
Central Park 
Mallusk 
Newtownabbey 
Co. Antrim 
BT36 4FS

UK

Lancaster Way
Stratton Business Park 
Biggleswade

SG18 8YL

ROI Phone: 01 4018900 NI Phone: 0289 084 5800 UK Phone: 0333 200 0757 Contact Sales: sales@zeuspackaging.com

http://www.zeuspackaging.com/
mailto:sales@zeuspackaging.com
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